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Chibies are small versions of characters from the Bible and they are adorable. This Book is meant

to be viewed while reading the Bible to children. There are a few rules. Chibbies do not speak. They

are borned from eggs and they have very big heads with big eyes and tiny boddies. The Chiblia is

meant to make reading the Bible easier to understand. Children can look at the pictures while you

read the passages to them outloud. Have fun and God Bless.
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Hi hi. I&apos;m F.T. White creator of the Chiblia children book series. Its my first time trying to

publish , so far its been an enjoyable experience and I thank everyone who has helped me in this

process. So why Chibies, why draw the bible with chibies. Well ... when i was growing up I always

went to bible school and sometimes the passages where very difficult to understand. The Bible is a

tough book, plus at age 9 my attention spam was horrid and so was the one of others in the room,

Soooo....... well I would watch the super book :p not sure if you folks even know what that it, its such

an old series, with a boy and a girl and a toy robot going into bible stories, and the superbook was

easy to follow and whatnot. So Now I&apos;m all grown up and work for a marketing company. the

whole F.T. White is to keep my writer name separate from my public name for as long as possible :p

My sister and I like to draw and we like anime, we specially LOVE chibies ( anime characters with

big heads and lil bodies)Ã‚Â  so we had the idea to draw the bible with chibies and thats all. Seems



like a long rant but there you have it. We have chibi genesis chibi exodus ... all the way to

chibipocalipse wish I am staring at right now trying to figure out how to illustrate a chibi 7 headed

dragon.... eek... well whatever nice to meet ya all :)

The Chiblia is only Vol 1 of a very long series each featuring a new book of the Bible. We plan to

publish a new volume every month until all books are covered, Yes we will cover Numbers, Yes we

will cover Chibipocalipse. The idea is to have all the books of the Bible on drawings for kids to be

able to follow along as adults read the book, or just to introduce the Bible to new readers.

The Second Edition of this Book fixed alot of the issues we had and added small passages to make

it easier to explain and understand. Its a welcomed change

Such a cute way to share Bible stories!
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